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Background & Purpose
During late March and early April 2021, Strata and the Democratic Services Teams from EDDC and ECC undertook a survey of Councillors in relation to the current and
future IT requirements. The outcomes of the survey will act to inform and guide a potential redesign of the IT solution that it delivered to Councillors to enable them to
perform their important role in supporting the citizens of Devon.
This report works to present the findings of the survey and to enable a discussion to be entered into between Strata, the authorities and representative Councillors.
It was hoped that 60% of Councillors would complete the survey and it is very pleasing to report that the 60% completion level was achieved.
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Surveys Results
Question: Is the current device provided for you by the authority suitable for your Councillor needs?
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EDDC
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ECC
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Strata Comment:
From East Devon we can see that over half appear satisfied with their device, and under half within Exeter. These figures are not entirely unexpected.
Many of comments from Exeter are quite clearly around the age of the device. This is not surprising, and was a known issue pre-pandemic. This became even more
problematic when Virtual Council meetings were introduced and we faced new challenges, for example devices being so old they cannot run applications such as Zoom
or Teams in the intended way. It is very clear that whatever the solution is going forward, all Councils need to ensure that provided devices are refreshed regularly enough
to ensure they do not go end of life.
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Virtual Council are also an issue for those Councillors with just one device. There were several comments about not being able to see meeting agendas\ papers at the
same time as the virtual meeting. Again, this isn’t entirely unexpected based on our work to help setup the virtual council meetings in 2020.
One of the other main subjects that were repeatedly raised was the use of an iPad for lengthy emails or reports, when either authoring or reading, as the small screen,
awkward keyboard and limited controls was a source of frustration for many Councillors. These comments were often linked to a dislike of using the iPad device and
preference to use a Windows or Android device instead, but it is worth mentioning that others actually preferred to use an iPad over these alternatives. There was also a
comment around the inability to print, which is worth mentioning particularly as it related to sending letters to constituents.
Less commonly, but no less relevant, was a variety of comments around device restrictions. These ranged from trouble with email attachments (and having to send them
to private accounts and then back again), the inability to access certain apps from the store, and trouble managing calendars alongside private or Devon County\ other
calendars. These elements all add to the frustration of using the existing supplied devices.
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Question: What are you using your council provided IT device for?
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Question: Do you often require support from others to help with your IT use?
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Question: What type of issues you do usually need assistance with?

Strata Comment:
Very little support needed from Strata, and we are pleased to see that the feedback of the Strata service was positive when needed.
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Question: Are you using your own personal IT equipment to perform or assist you in your role as a councillor?

Strata Comment:
The vast majority of Councillors are using a personal device to support their work. The majority simply preferred to use their personal devices when available. In
addition these results further support the previous comments that an additional device is needed to manage a virtual council meeting or work with a lengthy report\
email.
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EDDC
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ECC
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Question: Would you rather have access to your emails and calendars on any device, regardless of whether the device is supplied by the authority or is your own
device?

Strata Comment:
This is one of the more interesting responses and although it favours a “bring your own device” approach, the results aren’t hugely definitive, especially on Exeter’s side.
Further on there were comments highlighting the need for separation of Council duties from personal devices to maintain a work\life balance, and other comments
suggesting that having personal and councillor activities on one device would actually be beneficial. Other comments highlighted the importance of having access to
emails when ‘out and about’, suggesting email access on smartphones or SIM-enabled tablets.
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Question: To improve security, would you accept an increase in the number of authentication steps to enable you to access your emails and calendars from any
device?

Strata Comment:
This was a very mixed response and there are a few reasons for this. Firstly, the implications of answering positively are not presented. Secondly, the question itself may
not have been fully understood. Security of the devices and access to Council data will be reviewed as part of this exercise, and as ever the balance of security versus
usability is difficult to get right.
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Question: Do you prefer the use of a tablet (iPad device for example) device over a laptop?

Strata Comment:
Not entirely convincing either way for either Council, however the question did not include an answer of “no preference”, for which a handful of Councillors separately
wrote asking us to discount their answer. However, this will be a cost decision for the Councils to make and also considerations will need to be made on whether or not
we wish to provide the Councillors with an option of either.
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Question: Would you prefer it if the Council provided you with both a tablet device (iPad) and a laptop?

Strata Comment:
Different results for the two authorities. This would be a Council decision based on cost.
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Question: How helpful do you find ModernGov?
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Question: Please can you advise what suggestions you would have to improve the ModernGov application?
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Strata Comment:
Very mixed from the authorities and it seems clear that the Councils are not getting the most of ModernGov, to the point some Councillors do not know how to use it, or
even what it can do. A refresher exercise for the ModernGov system should be undertaken for all Councillors so the usage and understanding is consistent across the
board.
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Question: Is your current authority provided device valuable for use in both physical and virtual council meetings?

Strata Comment:
Mostly positive results in Exeter despite the complaints about the aging devices, and less positive in East Devon despite the more recent ones.
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Question: What is holding you back in terms of IT provision when performing your role as a Councillor?

Strata Comment:
Comments that highlight the range of solutions that would need to be implemented to satisfy everybody’s needs.
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Summary & Recommendations
What have we learned from this exercise?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

There is no single solution that will address all of the identified needs of the Councillors who responded
That having a single device/screen for Virtual Council meetings is very challenging
That devices need to be refreshed (replaced after a period of time) to ensure they do not go end of life, and budgets need to be set by the Councils to support this
EDDC and ECC are not maximising or realising the benefits of ModernGov and a refresher exercise is required for Councillors
Security restrictions need reviewing to improve usability, especially around calendar appointments, email attachments and application installs

Therefore as a next step, Strata will discuss the findings with the Client Leads and Democratic Service Leads of the two authorities and then look to identify potential
solutions to the requirements.
These will then be presented back to Councillor representatives for consideration.

_____________________________________________________
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